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KISSIMMEE, Fla. (Jan.10, 2019) — The American Association for Nude Recreation (aanr.com)
is about to shatter your preconceived notion about North American nudists. Granted, many are
mostly white Boomers who freely first dipped their toe in the skinny dip pool during the 1960s
summers of love. But there are growing demographics that just might strip you of some
misconceptions.

Thanks to the Black Naturists Association (BNA) there’s also a growing number of GenX, GenY
and Millennial African American free-spirits who dare to bare it all at nudist Clubs and Resorts.
Many BNA members visit AANR clubs and are joining AANR as well; as currently the BNA is a
travel club, meaning they do not represent a landed club facility, rather their members take
group trips to various locales.

According to an October 2018 Essence Magazine article, the BNA has nearly 3,000 followers
on Facebook alone monitoring naturist getaway opportunities. Black Naturists Association
members advocate nudity through naturist environments and activities, in order to help promote
healthy body image and self-esteem for those in the Black community — as do their white and
Hispanic counterparts among their fellow nudists. In fact, Hispanic members, though not the
largest ethnic group among nudists, have the strongest retention numbers among AANR
membership.

Also, BNA members, as those in AANR, are keen to endorse nudist vacations, known as
Nakations℠, as a journey to see oneself in anew light, facilitating a personal transformation with
the reward of renewed self assurance. Besides body acceptance and personal freedom,
non-sexualized nude recreation and Nakationing achieves added relaxation, self-respect,
stress-reduction and acceptance of others for who they are. When the clothes are shed, so too
are the stresses of every day life. No one at a nudist resort judges others based on their
exterior, not whether they are blue collar or white collar, for there’s no collar shown. As the
BNA declared in the Essence article, nude recreation is “liberating, empowering and
life-changing!”

If you are interested in compelling interviews with AANR members from diverse backgrounds,
income brackets and geographic areas who have come to the realization that there are no right
or wrong, good or bad – just different – bodies, that they can take personal pride, pleasure and
health benefits from, please feel free to contact me. We can also arrange for you to receive
tasteful jpeg images and video.
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Read more http://www.aanr.com/blog/the-changing-complexion-of-nudism-in-north-america/
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